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This paper presents the curre nt Dutch sociotechnical design approach to integral

organ izat ional re ne wal in a conte xtual way. Both its de sign theory and

interve ntion processes are reviewe d and some aggregated empirical evidence is

presented. Ne xt, the paper compares the ideas developed in the Dutch approach

to those prese nted in its Ame rican, Scandinavian, and Australian counterparts.

It is concluded that, at a meta-level, they all share the ideal of participative

democracy, while at the conce ptual level, these distinctive approaches appear

quite incompatible. Notwithstanding substantial diversity, it is presumed these

approaches can be seen as local manife stations of a single   sociotechnical

paradigm.
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INTRODUCTION

The very roots of the Socio-Technical Systems Design (STSD) paradigm

are meticulously reconstructed in the second volume of The social engagement

of social science: A Tavistock anthology (1993). Although its title sugge sts a

retrospect, the book—edited by the late Eric Trist, Hugh Murray, and Beulah

Trist—is also about the present state of sociotechnical systems design. Re-

viewing this voluminous piece of work, Scarbrough (1995) started to question

the vitality of STSD in this day and age . This urged Emery (1995) to com-

ment on him rathe r critically, forwarding a graph of yearly output of publi-
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cations based on Van Eijnatten et al.’s (1994a) sociotechnical bibliography,

which shows decisive contradictory evidence .

This article serves a similar purpose : First, it brings forward additional

facts to falsify Scarbrough’s (1995) tombstone hypothe sis. Next, this paper

predominantly lays out the sociote chnical landscape , to include the achieve-

ments  in The Netherlands. Appare ntly, although it conspicuously diffe rs

from the mainstream approach, Dutch STSD still is not that well known

abroad. In order to change that situation, this article will provide a rough

outline of this approach.

By  1995, the history  of  the Socio-Technical  Syste ms Design  (STSD)

paradigm has already spanne d almost half  a century. During that  time,

STSD unfolde d its potential in the direction of all points of the compass.

Several STSD approache s deve loped during the course of time. In a survey

of STSD literature (Van Eijnatte n, 1993) a division into three deve lopme nt

trajectories was sugge sted: (a) Pione ering STSD (1949¯1959) , (b) Classical

STSD (1959¯1971) , and (c) Modern STSD (1971¯present).  The modern

phase can be further split up into four distinct paralle l tracks: (1) Australian

STSD or “Participative Design” (PD), (2) Dutch STSD or “Integral Or-

ganizational Renewal” (IOR), (3) Scandinavian STSD or “Democratic Dia-

logue” (DD), and (4) North-American Consultancy (NAC). For a graphic

illustration of phases and episodes see Fig. 1.

We think it is good practice to discuss similaritie s and diffe rences in

terms of value . Resulting from a systematic comparison, based on the lit-

erature (cf. Van Eijnatten, 1993) , the following strong and weak points of

Mode rn STSD variants can be identified:

· Scandinavian STSD (“Democratic Dialogue ”): Stronge st points: Em-

phasis on the wider scale by creating inte rorganizational networks

(quality of industrial relations) , the deve lopme nt of democratic com-

munication strategie s, scientific docume ntation of cases. Weakest

points: Few operational changes at the workplace leve l, no measur-

able contribution to the strategic goals of firms.

· Australian STSD (“Participative Design”): Stronge st points: Elabo-

ration of a “Do-it-yourse lf” analysis and design approach (quality of

work) based on participative democracy, very successful  diffusion

strategy. Weakest points: Degree of elaboration of structural design

theory, and scientific docume ntation of cases.

· Dutch STSD (“Integral Organizational Renewal”): Stronge st points:

Degree of elaboration of structural design theory, measurable con-

tribution (bench-marking/qualit y of organization)   to the strategic

goals of the firm, the active role of logistics and control theory in

creating an integral approach. Weake st points: Degree of elaboration
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of the impleme ntation process, and scientific docume ntation of

cases.

· American STSD (“American Consultancy”): Stronge st points: Deve l-

opment of expert methods and change technique s, scientific docu-

me ntation of case s. We ake st points : De gre e of e laborat ion of

structural design theory, degree of participation of workers in analy-

sis and redesign efforts.

Of course, this list has to be subjected to careful validation by respective

representative s of the distinct STSD approache s. In the nineties, the above -

mentione d four STSD variants have been found to be merging (Van der

Zwaan, 1994; Mathews, 1994; Van Eijnatten, 1995b). This merger can also

be observed in The Netherlands, where social and logistic parame ters are

increasingly dealt with from an integral perspective. We believe this is not

only the case in STSD, but also applie s to other approache s in the realm

of organization theory and management science. Many authors currently

proclaim an essentially similar “new” production concept (Drucker, 1993;

Suzaki, 1993; Mohrman, 1993; Galbraith, 1994) . More than once , original

pathfinding STSD ideas appear to be echoed in highly commercialized ap-

proache s such as Business Process Re-engineering, Total Quality Manage -

ment, and Total Productive Mainte nance . Today’s turbule nt environme nt

often calls for the imple mentation of self-managing teams, a suggestion the

STSD paradigm first articulate d almost half a century ago (Trist & Bam-

forth, 1951) .

THE DUTCH SOCIOTECHNICAL CONNECTION

In the long history of STSD, Dutch researchers have playe d promine nt

roles. Back to the Tavistock phase , both Hans van Beinum and Mauk Mul-

der participate d in the informal European network group, and in several

pione ering projects (Van Beinum, 1963; Mulder, 1959) . In the sixtie s, the

Philips company experimented with new forms of sociotechnical work or-

ganization (Van der Does de Wille bois, 1968; Den Hertog, 1976) . In the

seventies, an alte rnative sociote chnical mode l was conceived by Ulbo de

Sitter, that was furthe r deve lope d by action research in the eightie s and

resulte d into an inte grate d body of  knowle dge comprising  both  analysis

methods and (re)design rules (De Sitte r, 1973, 1981b, 1994) .

Looking back at three decades of Dutch STSD, we are fully entitled

to use the noun “theory” in this respect. Nowadays, in Holland, it is cus-

tomary to use the adje ctive “modern” as a standard prefix to “sociotech-

nical theory” because of these major efforts. Its further diffusion has been

strongly supporte d by formal education  (cf. Kuipers &  Van  Ame lsvoort,

1990; Van Eijnatte n, 1996) ; compulsory course s at several universities and
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vocational training institutions, gove rnment support (research stimulation

programs) , and dedicate d implementation by specialize d STSD-inspire d

consultancy firms and (action) researchers. So we can speak  of  a well-

spread methodology. Nowadays, the   sociote chnical  ideas are used  in  all

sorts of enterprises (both industrial and service organizations). Even the

new  Dutch  Working Conditions Act (ARBO) was based on it (Van  de r

Zwaan, 1991) . It follows that Mode rn Sociote chnical Theory (MST) became

a common phrase   in organizational renewal  in The Netherlands,  during

the eightie s and nineties.

MST not only is an “empirical” theory (explaining how the processes

and mechanisms really work, particularly on the shop floor) , it is—predomi-

nantly—a de sign theory, specifying what rule s, principle s, criteria, etc.

should be applie d in re-engineering production and service delivery organi-

zations. So, MST also is a normative theory. Its explicit design ambition

sets MST apart from the mainstre am of social science—after all, the latter

discipline mostly shows analysis—eithe r empirical or theoretical. Usually,

e.g., in Labor Process theory (Van der Zwaan, 1994) , social science draws

upon very rough technological indicators at best, which explain social phe-

nomena. Sociology and psychology never dealt with the specific ope rations’
manage ment logics underlying (i.e ., conditioning) the social variable s. MST,

inste ad, chose to deal explicitly with the production structure (i.e ., the

“technical system,” as it originally was called at Tavistock) .

The actual design approach that was based on MST is called “Integral

Organizational Renewal” (IOR). IOR’s analysis and design start off by con-

sidering the physical lay-out, material flows, and ope rational routes. IOR

take s it as its necessary point of departure that the production structure

parameters constitute the very infrastructure of all social and psychological

dimensions. This is not to say that IOR suffers from an isolated, narrow-

minde d industrial engine ering focus. O n the contrary, the original so-

ciotechnical ideal of integrating social and technical aspects remains the

heart of the IOR approach. One could simply state that IOR adds a more

explicit re-engineering attitude   to the original Tavistock approach. Com-

mentators addre ssed this negative , as an incidence of surrender, as clearly

be ing infected by the production and operations’ manage ment ways of

thinking (Emery, 1993). But—in practice—it actually worked out to be a

positive characteristic. When attempting to explain and re-design produc-

tion processes, MST considers the social variable s “derivative s” of the sys-

tem’s lay-out and logistics. It doe s not mean MST ignore s the social aspects.

It only says that to improve the human condition, the production aspe ct-

system should first be re-engineered. After that, the construction of working

tasks, the formation of teams, and the ir ade quacie s as regards human ca-
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pabilitie s have to be addressed. Summarizing this argume nt, we can state

that Dutch STSD’s deviation from mainstream social science is twofold:

· IOR (as an approach) owns an explicit design orientation, displaying

a clear engineering attitude .

· MST (as a theory) claims a pivotal position for the “production

structure,” whereas it certainly does not neglect the human factor.

Obviously, these are the reasons why in Dutch universitie s STSD is closely

linked to the  fie lds  of, for instance ,  Industrial Engine ering, Information

Technology, and Production Operations Manage ment (POM) to represent

the typically Dutch discipline of “Bedrijfskunde .” MST can be conce ived

of as a relative ly well-deve loped, promising theory within the fie ld of this

“Bedrijfskunde ” discipline (Van der Zwaan, 1994; Van Eijnatte n & Van

der Zwaan, 1995) . In the following section,  we will present some  main

points of MST, while at the same time assessing its benefits and shortcom-

ings. The following concepts will be discussed:

· The concepts of “production and control structure”
· The concept of “balance ”
· The concepts of “control capacity” and “latitude ”

To furthe r deline ate these concepts, the following English-language docu-

ments are referred to: Van Eijnatte n (1993) ; De Sitte r (1973, 1981a, 1993) ;

Van Eijnatten and De Sitter (1989) ; Van Eijnatten et al. (1994a) ; De Sitter

et al. (1990) ; and Van der Zwaan (1994) . We also borrow from several

Dutch-language docume nts (cf. Van Amelsvoort, 1992; Hoevenaars, 1991;

Van Eijnatte n, 1995a; Van Eijnatte n et al., 1994b; De Sitter, 1978, 1981b,

1994, 1995; De Sitter et al., 1986) .

MST CONCEPTS

Aspect-Systems

MST as a theory rejected the conventional definition of a “sociotech-

nical system” as consisting of both social and technical “systems,” viewed

as subsyste ms, as is done in Classical STSD and North-American Consult-

ancy (cf. Emery, 1959; Trist, 1981; Taylor & Asadorian, 1985) . Even the

name of the classical STSD paradigm was based on this primary distinction.

The reason  this central concept was give n  up certainly warrants further

explanation. Basically, it has to do with the systemic potencie s to build an

integral mode l (Van der Zwaan, 1975, 1993; De Sitter, 1993; Van Eijnatte n,

1993; Van Eijnatte n & De Sitter, 1989; Van Eijnatte n et al., 1992) .
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As with all contemporary sociotechnical models, MST’s notions have

gained from systems theory and control theory (Van Eijnatten, 1993; Van

der Zwaan, 1994) . It follows that one should see a production system as a

set of related elements. Although we might attach the status of element

to machine s, materials, departments, people , and even to decision centers,

nodal points of information, or logistic flows, MST chose to restrict the

term element to the human actors in the system, independent of whether

they carry out production work (execution) or do manage rial or control

work (planning and conception) ; cf. Van Eijnatten, 1993; De Sitte r et al.,

1990; Van der Zwaan, 1994. This is done mainly for parsimony reasons

(Van Eijnatte n & De Sitter, 1989) . All other constitue nts, such as raw ma-

terials, machine s, information, etc. must be conside red the means used by

the elements (workers and manage rs), in order to perform the operations

and transformations  required. Hence , machines and information should

theoretically be regarde d as attribute s (of the workers) (see Fig. 2).

According to De Sitter et al. (1990) : “the conve ntional sociotechnical

definition of  the social and  technical ‘systems’ as subsystems contradicts

the notion of a production system as an integral functional system. The

relations that constitute a real production system are functional relation-

ships in which matter, energy, and time are involve d. The separation of

social and technical system elements into subsyste ms, transforms these

Fig. 2. Ne w definition of a sociotechnical system (Van Eijnatten, 1995b) .
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functional relationships into nominal ones” (p. 6). An integral approach

should focus on the system’s total structure . In orde r to construct a parsi-

monious model, Van Eijnatten and De Sitter (1989) have propose d to de-

fine a sociote chnical system as a holon, including human actors as system

elements  only, and to consider “technology” as a part of the ir attribute

structure, just as their attitude s, values, and norms are (see Fig. 2).

The original Classical STSD distinction between social and technical

subsyste ms constitute s a nominal classification only, that is like ly to prevent

rathe r than stimulate the deve lopme nt of an integral approach to design.

In Classical STSD, the concept of “joint optimization” was deve lope d to

stimulate the act of integrating. According to Emery (1993) , that concept

“ . . . only becomes meaningful if one is studying the coupling of diffe rent

kinds of systems. The coupling of unlike systems is inherently nonline ar

but, as Sommerhoff has illustrate d, the ir study need not be less scientific,

just different” (p. 136) . We do not criticize this, but we think it will not

result in a parsimonious theoretical model. The analysis of time- and goal-

oriented relations between men and machines is easily camouflage d using

such a framework. “The choice for an integral approach implie s that the

focus should be on studying the manne r in which a systems’s structure de-

termines its capacity to select, deve lop, coordinate , reconcile , and balance

a multitude of input¯output functions with respect to a multitude of inter-

action partne rs within and between systems in each of which cognitive as

well as evaluative and technical dimensions are implie d” (De Sitter et al.,

1990, p. 7, italics adde d). So redesign should be aimed at facilitating, and

even enforcing higher quality of work, quality of organization, and quality

of industrial relations at the same time (De Sitter, 1981a) .

Production and Control

To better enable the building of such an integral model of a production

system, MST defines the following pair of aspect-systems (De Sitte r, 1994,

cf. Fig. 2):

(a) Production Structure (P aspect-system): The grouping and coupling

of performance activitie s with respect to the work flow (ope rations) .

(b) Control Structure (C aspe ct-system): The grouping and coupling

of control activitie s (regulations) .

The Information Structure (I aspe ct-system) can be added to the P

and C as the content and form of information to be registered, and the

way in which it is stored, processed, and transmitted (Van Eijnatte n & Loef-

fen, 1990; De Sitte r, 1994) . Being aspect-systems, in a real-life system P,

C, and I are not separable ; they actually relate the system elements (peo-

ple) to each other (cf. Fig. 2). Moreove r, it should be emphatically stated
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that the P and C aspect-systems may not be conside red equal to the current

Operations Manage ment concepts of lay-out and control, respective ly. In

both our P as well as C aspe ct-systems, the workers play a pivotal role, as

has been repeatedly stressed before.

In every organization, a multitude of available operations has to be

arrange d, i.e ., sequenced and routed: They should be carried out in certain

(variable ) temporal orders and allocate d to certain (variable ) production

locations and channe ls. The concept of “production structure” comprises

the complete set of all possible seque nces and routes along which opera-

tional processes can be carried out. The production structure is the set of

all available ope rations, including the ir interrelations in terms of their con-

tinge ncies and compatibilitie s, allowing for ope rational route s and se-

que nce s. The se inte rre la tions can be te chnica l, in formational, or

ope rational. The inte rrelationship can even consist of error transmission

only. Needless to say, people constitute the very carrie rs of the production

structure described.

The routing and the sequencing of operations, however, are not auto-

matic processes. They are subject to regulation or control. This implie s that

the place (e.g., machine ) where, and the serial orde r in which the opera-

tions take place , are deliberate ly chosen. This is done on the basis of prin-

ciple s of efficiency and effectiveness. Here we merely want to stress and

clarify that every production or service-delive ry system, by virtue of its con-

trol needs  and means,  comprise s a “gove rnance   structure .”  It is distinct

from and “on top of” its operational or production structure . The gove rn-

ance or control structure is require d to enable the system to delibe rately

regulate the   ope rations. The  control structure is the set  of  all  available

means of regulation, including their interrelations.  Here the   concept of

structure, as an aspe ct-system, relates to the composition and distribution

of all kinds of control, including authority and competence , with respect

to logistics, quality, product development, personne l, and maintenance . We

explicitly repeat here, that again the employees form the basis of this con-

trol structure .

Design Rules

In every organizational redesign project, MST requires that the pro-

duction structure be tackle d first. It is only after this intervention that the

control structure can be overhauled. This is the first and most important

design rule of the IOR “logic.” The structural parame ters of the P aspe ct-

system in most contemporary organizations are : Functional concentration,

performance differentiation, and performance specialization (De Sitte r et

al., 1990) . Some structural parame ters of their associated C aspect-system
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are : Control specialization, control diffe rentiation, and division of control

functions in the control loop. The structural parame ters of the P aspe ct-

system in sociotechnically redesigned organizations are : Functional de-con-

ce ntration ( in paralle l production flows) , pe rformance inte gration

(preparation, supporting, and manufacturing) , and performance de-speciali-

zation (De Sitter et al., 1990) . Some structural parameters of the ir associ-

ated C aspe ct-system are : Control  de -specialization (combining quality,

maintenance , logistics, etc.), control integration (strategic, structural, and

ope rational) , and integration of control functions in the control loop.

Balance Model

MST’s criticism of common practice is that it large ly features produc-

tion structures that are not at all controllable . One reason for this is an

unne eded complexity of the production structure . In othe r words, the large

majority of production situations are so diffe rentiated and highly comple x,

that they require more means and measures of control than there are ac-

tually available . The control structure is not “balance d” with the production

structure. We refer to all situations dealing with the consequences of an

extreme division of labor, as is the case in all Taylorist organizations. We

will not go into further detail here. The main conclusion to be drawn is

that MST’s central criticism holds, that nowadays the majority of enter-

prises in industry and service de live ry still suffer from a far too comple x

production structure, and thus from a permanently insufficie nt control ca-

pacity. This is exactly the same message as Business Process Re-engineering

tries to tell us (Hammer & Champy, 1993) . The remedy for this shortcom-

ing is straightforward: Either the control capacity has to be enlarge d, or

the production structure ’s complexity has to be reduced. MST recommends

the latte r to cut back all pote ntial disturbance s at the ir source , thus restor-

ing the balance between control needs and control potencie s (cf. Fig. 3).

Integral Organizational Renewal Design Method

Whenever one tries to control the ope rational processes, a clear pic-

ture of the production structure is needed first. It is impossible to control

matters in the appropriate way, if the knowledge of what has to be con-

trolle d is insufficie nt or entirely abse nt. That is why IOR, unlike current

social science and unlike some ope rations manage ment approache s even,

advocate s thorough reviews of the very production structure. IOR strictly

requires such analyse s, even before starting to work on the redesign of the

control structure or of the support systems. Thus, we can point out the
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successive steps that are necessary in every project of intervention. One

should consecutive ly carry out the following steps (cf. De Sitter et al., 1986) :

1. Analyze and evaluate or diagnose the existing production structure

as to ope rations, routings, and sequencings.

2. Redesign and foremost simplify the production structure as much

as possible in accordance with the strategic choice s made in rela-

tion to market requirements, starting at the enterprise leve l

(top/down imple mentation) .

3. Redesign the control  structure and tune  it  in  strict congrue nce

with the production structure redesign, starting at the workplace

leve l (bottom/up implementation) .

4. Redesign the support systems (commonly calle d “technical sys-

tems,” e.g., information system, mainte nance system, accounting

system, etc.) and integrate them into the control structure .

A critical point is the connection of steps two and three. From a “degrees

of freedom” point of view, this means that the control structure ’s redesign

has to follow the production structure ’s  redesign and definite ly  not  the

other way around! Building a new mode l of a production structure, one

should bear in mind that it should be as simple as possible , so as to provide

a production structure that will in turn require a simple control structure .

It is a matter of ope rations manage ment economics!

Ashby’s Law of Requisite Varie ty (ALRV) (cf. Ashby, 1956) urge d So-

cio-Technical Systems Design (STSD) to bring the system’s viabilitie s for

control into line with the environme ntal demands. Notwithstanding which

Fig. 3. A graph ic re pre se ntat ion of the “balance m ode l.”
(Hoe ve naars, 1991, p. 20, re printed by pe rmission of the
author/publisher) .
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STSD variant is used—Classical STSD, Participative Design, Scandinavian

or North-American STSD, or Integral Organizational Renewal—the very

act of redesigning will normally result in an ALRV equilibrium state (see

Fig. 3). But the absolute levels of the ir balance s diffe r conside rably. Be-

cause Emery appare ntly accepts the environme ntal varie ty as give n or un-

change able , his boosting ope ration to incre ase the “ inte rnal syste ms

varie ty” necessarily adds up in a more heavy-we ighte d balance —so less ef-

ficient equilibrium —than De Sitter’s.  IOR’s  recommendation to paralle l

workflows will decrease the input variability of each production subsystem

dramatically, at each particular level of environme ntal turbulence. Applying

ALRV to this redesigned situation will result in a more light-we ighted bal-

ance—so more effective equilibrium (cf. Hoevenaars, 1991) . For a graphic

illustration of this argument, see Fig. 3C and D. In orde r to be able to

design high-quality jobs for people , this operation appe ared to be an es-

sential preparatory step.

Streamlin ing

Decreasing input variability is done by creating paralle l subflows. This

requires a breakdown of all the firm’s products and service s. According to

Van der Zwaan (1994, p. 15) this breakdown is based on a detailed analysis

of all the operations  relate d to each  product, and it  finally  results in a

detailed matrix of the firm’s product range by its range of ope rations. This

ove rview is need for a classification of the operations, which is carried out

in such a way that so-called familie s of products can be assessed. Particular

products (or service s) are qualifie d as a family as soon as the ir distinctive

range s of operations show seriality, proximity, or inte rference dependency.

These familie s are then allocate d to “dedicated” production flows that pre-

vent inte rference with other product flows. This IOR design method is

calle d “paralle lization,” since it results in a numbe r of paralle l streams in

the primary process. The method basically derive s from the so-calle d

“Group Technology” approach (Burbidge , 1975)—well known in workplace

engine ering. After paralle lization, each subsyste m accounts for only a part

of the original (environme ntal) varie ty. Just partitioning the original work-

flow into two paralle l subflows already causes a dramatic drop (up to 83% )

of the require d internal varie ty. This inte rvention has a major impact on

the overall complexity of the system’s structure (see Fig. 4).

This “streamlining”  of  the production structure  does not mean one

should do away with Self-Managing Teams (SMT’s). After paralle lization

and segmentation, there is still enough varie ty to account for in each sub-

flow. Due to the reduced need for control, SMT’s can control a larger part

of the paralle led production flow. By controlling rather large segments of
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the flow, the groups will become real “whole task groups.” Many Dutch

authors  have   addre ssed  this issue   in practice   (cf. De  Sitter  e t  al., 1986;

Hoevenaars, 1991; Van Amelsvoort, 1992; Haak, 1994) .

This idea of paralle lizing workflows to enable team design is also vig-

orously expressed in Mathews (1994) under the title “segmentation by prod-

uct or process” (p. 56) , while its effectivity is transpare ntly demonstrated

in the case of Bendix Mintex (Mathe ws, 1994, p. 118; Mathe ws et al., 1993) .

CONTROL CAPACITY, PARTICIPATION, AND LEARNING

In fact, broadly defined, MST’s main object of redesign is the organi-

zation’s architecture of the division of labor. In order to systematically de-

ve lop new production syste ms, it re late s to and diffe rentiate s between

several aspect-systems. Their interaction is crucial. MST formulate s plan-

ning and decision making as the control structure aspect-system. It contains

all feasible control relations between the human system elements. An im-

portant integral concept is the control loop in which all diffe rent control

aspects merge .

Modern Dutch Sociote chnical Systems Design uses a theory that ac-

tually integrate s both “the social and the technical.” The earlier discussion

Fig. 4. Parallelization: Reduction of “external” variety by streamlining the production

structure (De Sitter et al., 1990, p. 14) .
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of its main concepts thus far might give the impression that MST actually

ove remphasize s “the technical” at the cost of “the social.” Because MST

lacks any familiar social-scie ntific jargon, commentators have argue d that

MST loses the human factor. Of course , this is not true. MST pays ample

attention to the “social aspects,” but in the context of a systems approach,

as we shall illustrate .

MST define s people as system elements, i.e ., “nodal points” in an in-

teraction network. As a consequence, self-managing teams are viewed as

“wholes” that embody all sorts of aspect-systems that continuously interact

with one anothe r to produce favorable output functions. These outcomes

can be summarized as both material/physical (i.e ., productivity, product

quality, efficiency) and social/psychological (i.e ., team and individual effec-

tiveness, personal work motivation, worker  qualifications,  autonomy,  in-

volve ment, and self-actualization) . In MST, in a team, “the social and the

technical” are always intertwined.

Having streamline d the production structure, we must then consider

the control structure , and the control capacity in particular. The latte r has

to be in balance with the former, as we mentioned before . Control capacity

can be described as the potential of a system to reduce inte rference (De

Sitter, 1994). The MST notion of control capacity essentially diffe rs from

the notion of control in Production and Operations Manage ment (POM).

The former include s people (the workers) by definition, whereas the latter

provide s only abstract mode ls of planning and routing while comple tely re-

fraining from the humanware . Control capacity comes close to worker

autonomy. Control capacity is the pote ntial of the control aspe ct-system to

solve the disorde rs/disturbance s of the production aspect-system. This ca-

pacity needs to match all production structure variability. Control capacity

(“autonomy” in classical jargon) can be described as the pote ntial a person

(worker or manage r) or a group can use to successfully reduce inte rference

(De Sitte r, 1994) . Two type s of capability can be distinguishe d: The power

to regulate one ’s own labor process, using routine or nonroutine proce-

dure s,  and the power to coordinate   one ’s own  work with that of fellow

workers up or downstream in the process, using routine or nonroutine pro-

cedures. Especially the nonroutine regulation variants of control capacity

can be powerful instrume nts in the hands of workers or teams. By con-

stantly managing their own work, they also start rediscovering unused con-

trol pote ntials, and le arn to change regulation procedure s and norms

whenever necessary (Van Eijnatten, 1985; Van der Zwaan, 1992, 1994) . One

of the central features of the control capacity concept is the emphasis on

discretion: The freedom to act according to one ’s own judgme nt. Control-

lability instead  of control is the aim: The generic capacity to adapt and

innovate in a balance d, multifunctional matter. In applying the concept of
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control capacity, MST uses synonyms like “elbow-room,” “leeway,” “lati-

tude,” or “manoeuvering space” (Van Eijnatte n, 1985) . According to De

Sitter (1995) “elbow-room” is a special case of ALRV: More comple x re-

lations require more latitude . This concept corresponds to, but doe s not

duplicate , the “equifinality” concept in Classical STSD.

The previous paragraphs clearly show that the social sides of sociote ch-

nical system design certainly have not disappe ared from MST at all. In-

stead, they have theoretically been accounte d for in a modern holistic

framework. Further circumstantial evide nce comes from the explication of

Karasek’s (1979) findings in the literature elaborating MST. As we already

stipulate d, control capacity  bears a  clear  re semblance to  the   conce pt of

“(responsible ) autonomy,” that is used in other STSD approache s. But in

MST its meaning has been “libe rated” from the capsule of mere psycho-

logical connotations. One of the effects of control capacity can be illus-

trated by reference to the work of Karasek (1979) . Close analyse s of his

data showed autonomy (control capacity) and workload (as perceived by

the workers) could be successful predictors of absenteeism: Absenteeism

is highest in case workers who expe rience high workloads but are offered

low control capacity (De Sitter, 1994, see also Fig. 5).

Aside from people ’s autonomy at work, there are a numbe r of other

social phenomena that are similarly dealt with, such as power, organiza-

tional culture , work motivation, learning, and intervention. Just as exam-

ple s, we would like   to  have a  look  at the  conce pts of  inte rvention  and

learning, so as to brie fly demonstrate once more that humans are not over-

looked in MST.

As far as inte rvention is concerned, Van Beinum (1993) claime d that

organizational developme nt and redesign can only be authentic and effec-

tive under the condition that the very process of redesign shows the same

Fig. 5. Some explication of Karasek’s (1979) findings in MST
(De Sitter, 1994, p. 28, reprinted by permission of Van Gorcum

Publishers).
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fe ature s as the final state , i.e ., participation, self-regulation, and local

autonomy. Or, to put it in  othe r terms, the process leading to  the   end

result of “minimum critical specification” or “task redundancy,” must itse lf

be defined, first and foremost, by the very criteria of involve ment and par-

ticipation of the workers whose concern is at stake. A properly working

sociotechnical structure can only result from a design process in which the

workers themselve s continuously produce essential inputs, from the very

beginning. For an identical message we also refer to Emery (1989, 1993)

and Toulmin and Gustavse n  (1996) .  This is a plausible   the sis, if  not  an

evide nt one . Though, in The Netherlands we have come across the com-

plaint that MST lacks an adequate inte rvention method more than once .

Critics contend  that  MST  omits the workers, and  by doing  so seems to

foster a technocratic and a blueprint approach to organizational renewal.

Such critic isms have , for e xample , be en voice d by Fruytie r and Van

Amelsvoort (1991), Van Klaveren and Kooistra (1991) , and Van der Zwaan

(1995) . This might have been true a decade ago, but today this no longer

is the case . De Sitte r (1994) advocate s exactly the same idea as Van Beinum

(1993) did. Another clear example of the full recognition of the participa-

tory principle during all design stages is given by Boonstra et al. (1996) .

Their book explicitly deals with deve loping, monitoring, guiding, and sup-

porting MST processes of change , whether they concern new products, new

production systems, or new organizational structure s. Comparable messages

are voiced by Van Eijnatte n (1996) , Van Amelsvoort (1996) , Huijgen and

Pot (1995) , Van der Zwaan and De Vries (1996) , and Van der Zwaan and

Molle man (1995) . So, both in MST theory and practice the human factor

is dealt with extensive ly.

Emery (1989, p. 90) has portraye d the pattern of causal determination

(i.e ., democratization of the work itself leads to commitment, commitment

leads to multiskilling, and multiskilling leads to productivity and quality)

that would explain the effects of sociotechnical renewal projects, at least

in Australia. MST’s explanation scheme follows a similar course and even

elaborate s on it (cf. De Sitte r, 1981a) . According to Van Eijnatte n (1993) :

“De Sitte r recognized the functional relevance of participation in decision

making as a vehicle for industrial democracy” (p. 60) . “He was the first to

conne ct such themes as quality of working life , efficiency and effectiveness,

as well as social binding and coope ration in a mode l” (p. 59). The allocation

of control capacity at the shop floor leve l eventually results in more sym-

metrical power relationships between manage ment  and workers. Besides

that, the exceptionally favorable labor relations between employe rs and em-

ployees in The Netherlands may boost workers’ commitment even more.

In the eightie s and early nine ties, MST tried to create a major change in

culture by strongly advocating “self-de sign by knowledge transfe r” (De Sit-
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ter, 1993) . As a first step, members from all levels in an organization were

invited to get acquainte d with the sociotechnical design concepts, and con-

seque ntly were aske d to start actually using them in their own work at the ir

own discretion. Often, only the actual change processes were monitore d

professionally. Although it appeared to be an effective strategy in the long

run, in the short run many actual change processes turne d out to be ine f-

ficient; real progress was slow. The speed of deve lopment of positive norms,

value s, and behavior was predominantly triggered by the individual ’s per-

sonal learning processes. Nowadays, MST successfully has incorporate d the

learning aspe ct in its design theory, and is ready to experiment with self-

manage d  individual learning processes in integral organizational renewal

proje cts (cf. Hooge rwerf, 1998) .

MST IN PRACTICE

Although exact statistical data are lacking , the IO R-approach is

broadly used in Dutch industry and service-delive ry organizations. Furthe r-

more , an increasing number of managers are attending the workshops and

conferences about self-managing teams and integral organizational renewal.

No less than 200 sociote chnical proje cts are systematically documented in

the literature (cf. Van der Does de Wille bois, 1968; Den Hertog, 1976; De

Sitte r et al., 1986; Van Eijnatte n e t al., 1992; Van Eijnatte n, 1993; Van

Eijnatte n et al., 1994b; Van Hooft, 1996) . And a multitude of projects is

actually being carried out. Most of them are still unde r way and have not

been mentioned in the literature . As a result of STSD’s strong presence

in the highe r educational system in The Netherlands, the diffusion of MST

ideas in industry has been quite successful. The majority of Dutch firms

know about sociotechnical design, and most of them are experimenting with

or have already implemented sociote chnical forms of work organization in

the past few years. Some of them became real “success stories,” and have

been docume nted extensive ly in the literature . Although systematic evalu-

ation studie s  are scarce ,  the re are  positive   exceptions,  i.e ., the   study  of

Haak (1994) , see the Appendix.

There  are other  indicators of  the   success of Modern  STSD in The

Netherlands. As was already mentione d in the previous paragraph, part of

the Dutch working conditions legislation was base d on MST, while the gov-

ernmental control agency (“Arbeidsinspe ctie”) uses specially designed so-

ciotechnical analysis instruments to control the actual abidance to this law.

A study carried out by the Dutch Social-E conomic Council—joining the

Dutch Government,  Employe rs, and Employe es Organizations—revealed

that the implementation of Self-Managing Teams really pays off (Joosse et

al., 1990). In all sorts of reports, the following maximum measures are re-
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ported: 70% throughput time reduction, 60% cost reduction on the basis

of smaller stocks, 50% reduction of defects, 40% reduction of customer

complaints, 25% reduction of indire ct work, 15% increase in productivity

(Van Eijnatten, 1994) . At the same time, workers reporte d improved com-

mitment, involve ment, and a more stimulating organizational climate (im-

prove d on-the -job le arnin g opportunitie s, be tte r human re source s

mobilization, implementation of  (nonfinancial)   group renumeration, and

enhance d social affiliation) . These “social” outcomes are as important as

the “technical” outcomes mentione d before .

To furthe r diffuse integral organizational renewal, the Dutch Social-

Economic Council produced a vide otape , demonstrating best practice s

(COB/SER, 1993) . Mention should also be made of the gove rnment-insti-

gate d research stimulation program TAO (Technology, Work, and Organi-

zation), which was comple tely aimed at a further spread of IOR among

the Dutch industry and service sector. From 1989¯1994, it triggered all sorts

of sociotechnical proje cts in all sorts of organizations (cf. Den Hertog &

Ramondt, 1994) .

Although no large-scale evaluation studies have been carried out in

The Netherlands, many case studies have been documented in the litera-

ture . All sorts of sociotechnical solutions are reporte d, based on MST, using

(parts of) the IOR approach. Van Eijnatten (1993, p. 67) listed 28 well-

docume nte d case s in the period 1982¯1993. A small evaluation study

(N= 13) of recent proje cts showed that locally deve loped sociote chnical de-

sign solutions were actually imple mented by most of the companie s (Van

de Kuil & Van Eijnatten, 1995) . Recently, nine sociote chnical projects were

reported in some detail (Van Hooft, 1996) . More rigorous empirical evi-

dence came from several in-de pth studie s concerning the Dutch sociote ch-

nical approach (cf. Hoevenaars, 1991; Van Amelsvoort, 1992; Boonstra,

1992; Roberts, 1993; Ten Have , 1993; Haak, 1994; Peeters, 1995; Fruytie r,

1995; Loeffen, 1997; Hoogerwerf, 1998).

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS AND SHARED IDEALS IN

STSD

Having presented some highlights of Dutch STSD, we can now addre ss

the problem of how different the Dutch approach is from the other rep-

resentative s of Modern STSD. We will try to conside r the problem at dif-

ferent leve ls. At the conceptual level Dutch sociotechnical theory is quite

incompatible . As  we have mentioned, the systemic redefinition of  a so-

ciotechnical system resulted in a rathe r unique set of concepts. However,

at the practical workplace leve l there is much more congruence : Self-Man-

aging Teams are a common denominator in all Modern STSD variants. Also
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there are similaritie s at a more abstract leve l: The following share d ideals

between the aforementioned STSD variants become appare nt:

1. One of the most characte ristic feature s of “global STSD” is action

research as  a typical way of working among sociotechnologists  (Whyte ,

1988; Gustavse n, 1992; Van Beinum, 1993; Ramondt, 1996) .  The actual

practice   of  action research is most clearly obse rved  in the Scandinavian

variant of (Modern) STSD. But it is fair to say that in the evolution of

Dutch, Australian, and American approache s, action research also played

a cardinal role . The ideal is to develop local sociote chnical outcomes that

maximally accommodate the “tacit knowle dge” of the company workers in-

volve d. Actually, the real secret lie s in combining a set of innovative design

principle s with most valuable local expe riences. This requires a participative

process. In Australian and Dutch STSD, the communication about concepts

starts with sorts of “briefing sessions.” PD is giving some training in using

its basic conceptual framework in both Participative Design Workshops and

Search Conferences (Emery, 1993; Emery & Purser, 1996) . IOR organize s

“knowle dge transfe r” course s for both manage ment  and workers of  the

companie s in which a sociote chnical proje ct is started (De Sitte r, 1993) .

Using the conveyed concepts, actual redesign is done by the people whose

work is under revision, in both variants. Most of the time, the resulting

sociotechnical solutions are tailor-made and highly context-spe cific ende av-

ors, successive ly urging researchers to tap and study these local variants to

docume nt them.

2. Anothe r common feature of the various STSD approache s is the

use of an open-syste ms model. Although the degree of sophistication may

diffe r conside rably, such a mode l is exploite d as a basis for all contemporary

STSD variants. In (Mode rn) Dutch STSD the open-syste ms model is usu-

ally elaborate d from a design-technical point of view; in Mode rn Australian

STSD, the model is left quite simple and, by implication, is communicate d

more easily. In mainstre am American STSD, the mode l is closest to the

Classical STSD prototype , while in more recent attempts people are using

“chaos theory” mode ls and “participative design” as well (cf. Purser & Pas-

more , 1991; Emery & Purse r, 1996) . In original Scandinavian STSD, the

use of the classical open-syste ms mode l is evide nt, but in the current ap-

proach it goe s unobserved.

3. A third striking similarity between distinct STSD approache s is the

creation of what is errone ously called a “learning organization.” In Scan-

dinavian STSD, theoretical emphasis is place d on the restructuring of lan-

guage /communication, facilitating interorganizational learning by applying

the dialogue confe rence method (Enge lstad & Gustavse n, 1993) . Australian

STSD is explicitly based on an educational approach toward learning, cul-

minating into an array of STSD “do-it-yourse lf” participative analysis and
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design methods (Emery, 1993) . Dutch STSD actually contribute s to organ-

izational learning by specifying structural conditions (De Sitter, 1994) . Cur-

re ntly, more le arning-orie nte d proce ss exte nsions of IO R are be ing

deve lope d as well (Hooge rwerf, 1998) . Due to its original emphasis on ex-

pert consultancy, organizationa l learning was just  one of  the   the mes in

American STSD. In more recent years, it definite ly became a core issue

(Purse r & Pasmore , 1991; Emery & Purse r, 1996) .

4. All Mode rn STSD variants create remarkably similar work structures

in practice . Actual best practices of STSD show that there are no obvious

diffe rences between those  who  are using  the  traditional twin-concept of

“social and technical subsystems,” and those who apply MST’s “production-

and control aspect-systems.” It is particularly at the theoretical level that

specific advantage s/disadvantage s come to the fore. The two strands have

led to diffe rent sets of concepts, and different approache s over nations/con-

tinents. Emery’s original conception of “social and technical subsyste ms”
was long the best available alte rnative . It still is very attractive because it

is easy to communicate . The approve d explanatory power seems to origi-

nate from this “intuitive credibility,” as is the case with the whole “Partici-

pative Design” approach. In Classical STSD, the idea brought about rather

complex design concepts (such as “joint optimization,” and “directive cor-

relation”). De Sitte r’s conception of “production and control structure”—in

contrast—is rathe r arduous to communicate . People are first required to

unde rstand the quite abstract “aspect-systems” concept. But once mastered,

the idea of practically inseparable , but analytically decomposable “relation-

ships” proved very economical in advocating integral design. In summary

then, if one is interested in systematically developing a STSD knowle dge

base , one should judge the systemic sophistication of both distinctions, and

choose accordingly. If one is just interested in achie ving best practice s, and

in communicating effectively, one should choose models that are most con-

venient in actually motivating people in a local change situation.

5. A share d ideal in all STSD approaches is “participative democracy in

the workplace” which is aimed at “locating responsibility for coordination

clearly and firmly with those whose efforts require coordination” (Emery &

Emery, 1989, p. 100) . Acknowledged as a dominant world view, this ide al can

join together all sociote chnologists on the globe : Each local action can be

seen as a step toward the superordinate goal of simultane ously improving

both the qualitie s of work, organization, and society. Completely different

from the more generally known representative variant, participative democ-

racy (or direct democracy) in the workplace urge s ordinary people to take

responsibility for their work, and to make gove rnance and continuous learn-

ing part of their jobs. Thus, it is far more than just influence . It complete ly

reshapes the allocation of tasks between management and workers, actually
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changing the balance of power. It improves workers’ competence and conse-

quently at the end it expels all forms of authoritarianism. Both American,

Australian, and Dutch STSD try to establish participative democracy in the

same way: By creating self-managing teams. Scandinavian STSD is trying to

establish it by initiating a democratic dialogue between management and

workers (Gustavsen, 1992). All STSD variants believe in direct democracy,

but they also know that the shift from autocratic to democratic work struc-

tures is a very demanding and time-consuming process. But once establishe d,

it will be the main “engine” to all improvement and renewal work. Partici-

pative democracy in the workplace will be the kille r of old Taylorism. It en-

able s manage rs and workers to use their abilitie s to the ir full capacitie s.

Participative democracy is basically used here on an individual and (inter-)or-

ganizationa l level. For a broade r treatment of the conce pt see Pateman

(1970) , Emery (1974, 1989) , and Van Beinum (1993) .

ARGUMENTS AND INDICATIONS FOR A SINGLE STSD

PARADIGM

O f course , it would be care less to sugge st all “local” conceptions

should fit in one and only STSD approach . Because of regional diffe rences

in political and cultural systems, the actual form of measures will remain

diffe rent. The Australian approach is predominantly pragmatic and easy to

diffuse , while the Dutch approach is more elaborate d at an advance d theo-

retical leve l, and by implication difficult to communicate . The que stion re-

mains, what counts more : Cle ar communication and motivation, or

scientific sophistication in model building? Or can we do both: Using a

more popular language to initiate change , while at the same time deve l-

oping a formal systems language to explain redesign principle s in a parsi-

monious way? To  us  this discussion  should  not  lead to clashes between

diffe rent “schools of thought,” nor to reproaches for treating “participative

democracy” the same way as “social engineering.” Both approache s, PD

and IOR, proved real representative s of STSD!

In the previous paragraph we stated on a more abstract level that these

distinct approache s could be regarded as family-linke d ende avors of a single

master STSD paradigm. What we advocate d there was, that on a higher level

of abstraction the distinct approache s share a common goal: To reach the

ideal of “participative democracy.” It is only at the strategic leve l that the

STSD variants distinguishe d are compatible . Additional evide nce for a single

STSD tradition is that sociotechnical scientists from all ove r the world con-

tinue to meet each other to discuss common topics (for instance , the 1995

Melbourne colloquium). They share the same attitude s and goals, although

their concepts differ conside rably and their approache s resulted from differ-
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ent epistemological/ontological backgrounds and world contexts (Van Eijnat-

ten, 1993). Because of this, it is our conviction that deve loping a single STSD

approach is neither desirable , nor practical. More than any other theoretical

argument actual practice should provide the norm to declare different STSD

approache s related. Sociotechnologists from all points of the compass share

that typical emancipation/action research attitude to change . In the context

of an ever-increasingly changing world, the unambiguous drive to create a

desirable future discreetly identifies different STSD approache s as clear rep-

resentatives of a single sociotechnical paradigm.

Moreover, in recent years, basic ideas about structural organizational

renewal alte rnative s have seemed to conve rge. In this paper, four alterna-

tive Mode rn STSD variants are discusse d. They were develope d during the

seventies and eightie s. In the nine ties, these variants are merging! We be-

lieve this is not only the case in Mode rn STSD, but also applie s to alte r-

native approache s in the   realm of  organization theory and management

scie nce . Many authors are currently proclaim ing a remarkably similar

“new” production concept (cf. Mohrman & Cummings, 1989;  Hammer,

1990; Davenport & Short, 1990; Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Harmon & Pe-

terson, 1990; Drucker, 1991; Quinn Mills, 1991; Davenport, 1993; Hammer

& Champy, 1993;  Mohrman, 1993;  Suzaki, 1987, 1993;  Galbraith et  al.,

1993) . More than once original pathfinding STSD ideas appear to be ech-

oed in approache s such as Busine ss Process Re-engine ering, Total Quality

Manage ment, and Total Productive Mainte nance . At the same time, diffe r-

ent “world-class ” practices show remarkable similaritie s in actual work or-

ganization: Pa ralle l workflows, all sorts of te am s as in stance s of

whole -task/se lf-managing work groups, the integration of staff with produc-

tion activitie s, and the deve lopment of ne tworks. Under these circum-

stances, we wonde r if there will be any furthe r need for a continuation of

the STSD paradigm. The following three argume nts plead in favor. First,

behind the facade of fashionable manage ment hypes there could be a hid-

den variant of old-world Taylorism, as is the case in Lean Production, or

in some instances of recent workflow management systems. Second, in most

bestsellers, the prophe cy predominate s, while the actual redesign methods

and technique s remain relative ly unspecified, as is the case with BPR (cf.

Eijnatte n et al., 1996) . Due to the absence of a straightforward approach

to change , it is quite easy for organizations to use these new buzzwords

just to re-labe l the ir traditional work  proce sses,  while   actually changing

nothing! Third, STSD should continue to adapt to new developme nts, such

as the invalidation of the “unity of time, place and action,” caused by mod-

ern Information Technologie s (Electronic Highway) , creating  completely

new opportunitie s for sociote chnical work organization, because people can
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process/(re)work in diffe rent stages of the same document at distinct loca-

tions at the same time, etc.

It is our conviction that STSD should proceed with defending the ideal

of “participative democracy,” and try to get this vital function incorporate d

in each emerging integral approach to organizational renewal.

APPENDIX. Analys is and evaluation of IOR at Philips ’
Semiconductors B.V., Stadskanaal (Haak, 1994, pp. 112, 152)

In this plant, eight discriminating group characteristics that can be de-

rived from the comparison between “high score” and “low score” groups

seem to be crucial for implementation of the concept of the whole task

group. Other diffe rences  between the  groups, however,  also seem to be

important for imple mentation of the concept. The “high score” groups have

more stability in the ir teams and/or in the ir production processes, whereas

in “low score” groups either the teams or the production processes are in

a transition stage or encounter problems in the ir production processes. This

comparison sugge sts that stability, resulting in the possibility for internal

control, is an important condition for the imple mentation of the whole task

group concept.

Group members, group supe rvisors, and top manage ment in this plant

have different perspectives on the implementation of group characteristics.

Group supervisors are generally more positive about the imple mentation

of the characte ristics than the ir group members. Top manage ment and

group supervisors diffe r in their perspective on general intentions toward

the sociote chnical model, the ir interpretations of our results, their defini-

tions of the whole task group, and the influence of  the reward system.

These diffe rences in perspective s mean that the sources for data colle ction

in an alternative study could strongly influence the results, and thus should

be chosen carefully.

Although the comparison between the perspectives of group supe rvi-

sors and group  members should be interpreted with caution, the results

sugge st that group supe rvisors are more positive about the presence   of

group characteristics in their groups than their group members. There could

be three reasons for their different perspective s. First, group supe rvisors

are partly responsible for implementation of the whole task group concepts,

and therefore assess the ir own “achievements.” Second, group supe rvisors

seem to refer more to improvements compared to the traditional situation,

whereas group members refer to the improvements compared to their origi-

nal (high) expectations. Third, group supe rvisors seem to refer to the op-

portunitie s that are offered to the ir groups, whereas group members reflect
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upon the extent to which the opportunitie s are actually recognized and/or

used by their group.

Te am buildin g is a ve ry important aspe ct in all the task groups.

Through the process of developing a sense of membership, developing com-

mon values and norms relate d to group performance and group behavior,

a whole task group can become a team. The design principle s describe the

group  characteristics that are conditional for the deve lopme nt of teams.

Group sessions to develop common norms and value s and to deve lop a

“team spirit” can facilitate the process of “team building.” However, this

continuous process can only start after the conditions have been fulfille d,

as described in the design principle s.

CONCLUSIONS

The six clusters of group characte ristics provide insight into the relation-

ships between group characte ristics and show the prioritie s of this plant in

its imple mentation of the whole task group concept. Our results show that

this plant lacked focus on “leadership” and the “reward system,” but instead

focused on implementing the characteristics concerning “information and

communication ” and “team building.” The cluste ring of related group char-

acteristics also shows that the ten design principle s describe six aspe cts of

whole task groups, and that group characte ristics are related. However, the

present clusters could be enriched with additional characteristics to furthe r

complete the description of the concept of the whole task group.
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